Abstract. The rational QZ method generalizes the QZ method by implicitly supporting rational subspace iteration. In this paper we extend the rational QZ method by introducing shifts and poles of higher multiplicity in the Hessenberg pencil. The result is a multishift, multipole iteration on block Hessenberg pencils. In combination with tightly-packed shifts and advanced deflation techniques such as aggressive early deflation we obtain an efficient method for the dense generalized eigenvalue problem. Numerical experiments demonstrate the level 3 BLAS performance and compare the results with LAPACK routines for the generalized eigenvalue problem. We show that our methods can outperform all in terms of speed and accuracy and observe an empirical time complexity significantly lower than O(n 3 ).
1. Introduction. The rational QZ method (RQZ) [6] generalizes the standard QZ method of Moler & Stewart [16] . Both are methods for the numerical solution of the dense, unsymmetric generalized eigenvalue problem defined by a pair of matrices A, B ∈ F n×n , F ∈ {C, R}. The set of eigenvalues of the pencil (A, B) is denoted as Λ and defined by,
(1) Λ = {λ = α/β ∈C : det(βA − αB) = 0}, withC = C ∪ {∞}. Eigenvalues with β = 0 are located at ∞. We assume throughout this paper that the pair (A, B) is regular which means that its characteristic polynomial differs from zero. This implies that there are exactly n eigenvalues including these at ∞. The RQZ method acts on pencils in Hessenberg, Hessenberg form instead of the Hessenberg, triangular form used in the QZ method. It relies on pole swapping instead of bulge chasing. Both the single shift RQZ method and the RQZ method with tightly-packed shifts, as formulated in [6] , are applicable to real-and complexvalued pencils. However it requires complex arithmetic for real-valued pencils having complex conjugate eigenvalues. The RQZ method computes the generalized Schur form of (A, B). This is a unitary equivalence transformation, (2) (T, S) = Q * (A, B)Z, such that (T, S) is a triangular, triangular pencil equivalent to (A, B). The eigenvalues of (A, B) are readily available as the ratios t ii /s ii of the diagonal elements.
In this paper we introduce the multishift, multipole RQZ method which acts on pencils where both matrices are in block Hessenberg form. The main benefit of using shifts and poles of higher multiplicity is that complex conjugate pairs of shifts and poles can be represented in real arithmetic for real-valued pencils. This is similar to the well-known implicit double-shift QR step introduced by Francis [9] and the double-shift QZ step [16] . The focus of this paper is thus on the case F = R. The multishift, multipole RQZ method no longer converges to the triangular, triangular pencil of the generalized Schur form (2) . Instead, for A, B ∈ R n×n , it will converge to the real generalized Schur form, , where the diagonal subpencils (S ii , T ii ), i = 1, . . . , m are of dimension 1×1 and 2×2 and correspond with respectively the real and complex conjugate eigenvalues of (A, B).
The remainder of this article consists out of two parts. Sections 2 and 3 make up the theoretical part of the paper. In Section 2, we study matrix pencils in block Hessenberg form. We define properness of block Hessenberg pencils, their pole pencil, and their pole tuple. We show how the pole tuple can be altered by changing pole blocks at the edge of the pencil and by swapping neighboring pole blocks. The multishift, multipole RQZ step follows directly from this discussion. Section 3 extends the implicit Q theorem for Hessenberg pencils [6] to block Hessenberg pencils and briefly discusses the convergence behaviour of the method.
In the second part of the paper, we follow a practical approach and discuss how a multishift, multipole RQZ method can be implemented in finite precision arithmetic. The QR method suffers from a degraded performance when moderate to large shift multiplicities are used. Watkins [18] studied this phenomenon and demonstrated that shifts become blurred during a QR iteration of higher shift multiplicity. This severely decreases the effectiveness of the shifts. For the QR method, this issue is mitigated in the small bulge multishift variant introduced by Braman, Byers & Mathias [3] . This approach is extended to the QZ method by Kågström & Kressner [12] . In Section 4, we demonstrate that the multishift, multipole RQZ method is also prone to numerical issues when shifts and poles of moderate to large multiplicities are used. To overcome these numerical difficulties, we propose a multishift, multipole RQZ method that uses tightly-packed, small blocks. Specifically, blocks of dimension 2×2 for complex conjugate shifts and poles in real pencils and of dimension 1×1 for real shifts and poles in real pencils and in complex pencils. The last tool we adapt from recent improvements to the QR [4] and QZ [12] methods to the RQZ method is the use of advanced deflation strategies. Specifically we implement the aggressive early deflation technique during the RQZ iteration in order to obtain level 3 BLAS performance.
The resulting methods are implemented as part of the Fortran package libRQZ which is made publicly available at numa.cs.kuleuven.be/software/rqz. Section 6 illustrates the performance of libRQZ with some numerical experiments. We conclude the paper in Section 7.
Notation and elementary definitions. A, B, . . . are matrices, a, b, . . . vectors, and α, β, . . . scalars. Subspaces are denoted with calligraphic letters. For example, R(A) = R(a 1 , . . . , a n ) is the column space of A = [a 1 . . . a n ], E k = R(e 1 , . . . , e k ) with e j the jth canonical basis vector of appropriate dimension. The kth order Krylov subspace generated by A from starting vector v is K k (A, v) = R(v, Av, . . . , A k−1 v). The tuple (α, β) is ordered and {α, β} denotes an unordered multiset with repetition.
The complex plane extended with the point at infinity, C ∪ {∞}, is denoted asC. Division of a nonzero α ∈ C by 0 results in infinity.
Block Hessenberg pencils.
In the first part of this section we define block Hessenberg matrices and pencils and study their characteristics. The second part of this section recapitulates the main results on rational Krylov theory from [6] to prove that rational Krylov spaces generated from block Hessenberg pencils have a block structure. The third and last part of this section describes two relevant operations on a block Hessenberg pencil.
Definitions and elementary results.
We first define a block upper triangular matrix and the notation we will use for it. Definition 2.1. A matrix R ∈ F n×n is called a block upper triangular matrix with block partition s = (s 1 , . . . , s m ), s 1 + . . . +s m = n, if it admits the form,
with block R jk of size s j ×s k for 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ m. The vector s defines the sizes of the blocks and is called the partition vector. For the sake of clarity, the block partition can be explicitly denoted as R (s1,...,sm) or R s .
A special case of a block upper triangular matrix is a block diagonal matrix D s in which all off-diagonal blocks are zero:
We sometimes use the notation D s = diag(D 11 , D 22 , . . . , D mm ) for block diagonal matrices. Further note that if R s is a nonsingular block upper triangular matrix,
s is also a block upper triangular matrix with an identical block partition s. Next we define a block upper Hessenberg matrix based on the definition of a block upper triangular matrix.
n×n is called a block upper Hessenberg matrix with block partition s = (s 1 , . . . , s m ), s 1 + . . . +s m = n−1, if it admits the form,
with H 21 an (n−1)×(n−1) block upper triangular matrix with block partition s, h 11 and h 22 vectors of length n−1 and h 12 a scalar.
Definition 2.2 is now extended in an evident manner for matrix pencils. In addition to that, we also introduce the notion of the pole pencil and the pole tuple of a block Hessenberg pencil. 
admits the same partition. This imposes no specific ordering of the poles within a block but the mutual blocks are ordered.
The previous definitions are illustrated in more detail in the next example.
Example 2.4. The n×n matrices A, B form a block Hessenberg pencil with partition vector s = (s 1 , . . . , s m ), if they can be partitioned as:
with all subdiagonal blocks A j+1,j , B j+1,j of size s j ×s j (square) and s 1 + . . . + s m = n−1. As a specific example, the pencil (A, B) is a 9×9 block upper Hessenberg pencil with block partition s = (2, 1, 3, 2) if it has the form:
The shaded part of the matrices is the pole pencil which is clearly in block upper triangular form with partition s = (2, 1, 3, 2). The pole tuple is in this case given by,
Notice that a given block Hessenberg pencil can admit more than one partition. If (A, B) is a block Hessenberg pencil with partition s = (s 1 , . . . , s k , s k+1 , . . . , s m ), it also admits the partitionŝ = (s 1 , . . . , s k + s k+1 , . . . , s m ). Consecutive blocks can be grouped together. Similarly, every n×n pencil (A, B) can be considered a block Hessenberg pencil with the trivial partition (n−1 s i = n−1).
The last definition we generalize from the Hessenberg pencils of the RQZ method to the block Hessenberg pencils for the multishift, multipole RQZ method is the concept of properness or irreducibility. Properness of the pencil guarantees that there are no obvious options for deflations that split the problem into smaller, independent problems. I. Its pole pencil is regular; II. The first block column of (A, B) of size (s 1 +1)×s 1 ,
III. The last block row of (A, B) of size s m ×(s m +1),
We remark that condition III is the same as condition II for the pertransposed pencil. This is the pencil obtained after transposition along the anti-diagonal. Furthermore observe that if (A, B) is a Hessenberg pair then the conditions of Definition 2.5 reduce to the same conditions as [6, Definition 2.1]. Conditions II also ensures that property IV of [6, Lemma 2.2] is satisfied within the first block column. We illustrate the notion of (im)properness of a block Hessenberg pencil on a small example to clarify Definition 2.5. Condition I of Definition 2.5 is satisfied, the pole pencil is regular and the pole tuple of (A, B) is given by: 
If we compute an orthonormal basis Q 1 of R(a 1 , a 2 ) and extend this upto an orthonormal matrix Q = Q 1 q 2 , then (Â,B) = Q T (A, B) has zero elements in positions (3, 1) and (3, 2) . This deflates the complex conjugate pair of poles in (12) as eigenvalues of the pencil.
The next lemma shows that any proper block Hessenberg pair can be transformed to a proper Hessenberg pair with the same poles.
Lemma 2.7. Given an n×n proper block Hessenberg pair (A, B) with partition s = (s 1 , . . . , s m ) and accordingly partitioned poles Ξ(A, B). Then there exist n×n unitary block diagonal matrices Q, Z,
with Q j , Z j unitary matrices of size s j ×s j , such that (Â,B) = Q * (A, B)Z is a proper Hessenberg pair according to [6 
is a proper block Hessenberg pencil, the pole pencil is regular and any Schur decomposition of it reduces the block Hessenberg pair to a Hessenberg pair with the same pole tuple as the block Hessenberg pencil. The order of the poles in the Hessenberg pair is, however, dependent on the Schur decomposition.
Moreover, since the pole pencil is a block upper triangular pencil with m blocks, m independent Schur decompositions can be combined as in (13) . The pole tuple of the Hessenberg pencil is in this case clearly as described: the poles of the different blocks remain mutually ordered, but within a block any order, or permutation π j , of the poles is permissible. It remains to verify that conditions II and III of Definition 2.5 are preserved under this transformation. DenoteQ = diag(Q 1 , . . . , Q m ) andẐ = diag(Z 1 , . . . , Z m ), with Q j , Z j as in (13) . Then,
The first block column of (Â,B) is equal to,
The left and right multiplication of the first block column of (A, B) with unitary matrices clearly preserves condition II of Definition 2.5. Also condition III is preserved under the equivalence transformation of (13) . This directly implies that the resulting Hessenberg pair is also proper according to [6, Definition 2.1].
We remark that since a real-valued block Hessenberg pencils can have complex conjugate pairs of poles, its proper Hessenberg form of Lemma 2.7 will be complexvalued.
Rational Krylov and block Hessenberg pencils.
In this section we study the structure of rational Krylov subspaces generated by proper block Hessenberg matrices. These results are useful for the analysis of the pole introduction operation introduced in Section 2.3 and to study uniqueness of a multishift, multipole RQZ step in Section 3. We give a brief introduction to rational Krylov matrices and subspaces for the sake of completeness. For a more detailed overview of this subject matter, we refer the interested reader to [6] and the references therein.
We use the same notational conventions as in [6] . Given a matrix pair (A, B) ∈ F n×n , shift = µ/ν ∈C and pole ξ = α/β ∈C\Λ, we define the following elementary rational matrices,
Notice that the matrices M ( , ξ) and N ( , ξ) represent an entire class of matrices that are all nonzero scalar multiple of each other. Every representative is fine as the results we present are scale invariant. The elementary rational matrices satisfy a few basic properties. The inverse M ( , ξ) −1 is defined if / ∈ Λ and is equal to M (ξ, ). They are commutative,
, and they can be merged together,
, if a pole and shift are equal. Analogous results hold for N ( , ξ).
These elementary rational matrices are used to construct rational Krylov matrices generated by a regular matrix pair, a starting vector, and a tuple of poles.
n×n form a regular matrix pair, v ∈ F n a nonzero vector, k≤n, Ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k−1 ) a tuple of poles that are distinct from the eigenvalues, and P = ( 1 , . . . , k−1 ) ⊂C a tuple of shifts distinct from the poles. The corresponding rational Krylov matrices are defined as:
The column spaces of these matrices span the rational Krylov subspaces.
Definition 2.9. The rational Krylov subspaces K rat k and L rat k , k≤n, associated with the n×n regular pair (A, B), a nonzero vector v ∈ F n , and pole tuple Ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k−1 ) distinct from the eigenvalues, are defined as,
where the shift tuple P is freely chosen in agreement with Definition 2.8,ˆ is a shift different from the eigenvalues and poles, andˇ is an alternative shift different from .
The first equality in (16) defines the rational Krylov subspaces, the second equality repeats [6, Lemma 5.6 .II]. This result shows that rational Krylov subspaces are shift invariant as they are independent of the choice shifts P.
The following theorem is a block generalization of [6, Theorem 5.6] and shows that the rational Krylov subspaces K rat and L rat have a specific structure if they are generated from a proper block Hessenberg pair. (14) in terms of (Â,B). Further we apply [6, Theorem 5.6] to (Â,B) such that for k from 1 to n,
Multiplying both sides of this equation with Q and using that (13) implies that QE k = E k for k ∈ {1, s c 1 + 1, . . . , s c m + 1 = n}, proving thereby the first part of the theorem. The second part of the theorem can be proven in an analogous manner. Denotê N ( , ξ) = Z * N ( , ξ)Z as the second elementary rational matrix of (14) in terms of (Â,B) and apply again [6, Theorem 5.6 ] to (Â,B) such that for k from 1 to n−1,
Now multiply both sides with Z and again use (13) to show that ZE k = E k for k ∈ {s . . , Ξ i can be changed to new poles P = { 1 , . . . , }. We assume P distinct from the original poles. For this purpose consider the vector,
with ξ 1 , . . . , ξ the poles of Ξ 1 , . . . , Ξ i . The following procedure can be used to compute x,
The scalars γ j can be chosen as some suitable scaling factors. Now compute a unitary matrix Q such that,
We claim that the new poles P are introduced in the block Hessenberg pair by updating (Â,B) = Q * (A, B). Specifically, (Â,B) is a block Hessenberg pair with maximal partitionŝ = ( , s i+1 , . . . , s m ) and polesΞ = (P, Ξ i+1 , . . . , Ξ m ). From (16) and Theorem 2.10 we have that,
This implies that Q in (21) is of the form diag(Q +1 , I), with Q +1 an ( +1)×( +1) unitary matrix. It follows that the first blockΞ 1 in (Â,B) is indeed of size . Furthermore, for j = 0, 1, . . . , m − i + 1,
In the first equality we used (16), we appliedM = Q * M Q in the second equality, and combined (19) and (21) to get q 1 = k=1 M ( k , ξ k )e 1 in the third equality.
The fourth equality uses the commutativity of the M matrices and the property that
This results in the rational Krylov subspace of the original pencil with the original poles in the fifth equality and by Theorem 2.10 we know that this is equal to Eŝc j +1 . Finally, since Q has a block diagonal structure, it does not affect the Eŝc j +1 for the given sizes. It is clear that (Â,B) is a proper block Hessenberg pencil with partitionŝ = ( , s i+1 , . . . , s m ) by construction. The last poles are unchanged by the block diagonal structure of Q and the first poles are changed to P which follows from the uniqueness of block Hessenberg pencils, see Theorem 3.3.
We remark that in order to compute the vector x in (20), shifted linear systems need to be solved as
−1 . These linear systems are essentially of size because (β A−α B) −1 is a block upper triangular matrix with a leading block of size × . This limits the computational cost of computing x to O( 4 ), which is small as long as n. It also follows that the vector x can be computed even when poles in Ξ 1 ,. . ., Ξ i are equal to eigenvalues of the pencil. Properness ensures that the leading × block is nonsingular.
The last poles in the last i blocks Ξ m−i+1 , . . . , Ξ m of (A, B) can be changed to P = { 1 , . . . , } in a similar fashion. We compute first the row vector,
and then a unitary matrix Z = diag(I, Z +1 ) such that x T Z = αe T and consequently the matrices Q and Z are also real-valued. This follows from the commutativity property in combination with the property that M (¯ ,ξ) = M ( , ξ) for real-valued pencils. We have,
is a real-valued matrix if A and B are real-valued. Swapping adjacent pole blocks. A second operation to change the pole tuple of a block Hessenberg pencil is swapping two consecutive blocks in the pole pencil. Swapping block i with block i+1 requires the computation of a unitary equivalence essentially of size (s i +s i+1 )×(s i +s i+1 ) that updates the pencil (Â,B) = Q * (A, B)Z in such a way that the new pole tuple and partition vector are given by,
This problem is equivalent to reordering eigenvalues in the generalized Schur form. Two different approaches to solve this problem have been proposed in the literature. The first approach, studied by Kågström [11, 13] , requires the solution of a coupled Sylvester equation. This method is applicable for general blocksizes s i , s i+1 . The second approach, studied by Van Dooren [17] , is a direct method that relies on the computation of a right eigenvector of a pole in block i+1. This method has been studied for swapping a block of dimension 1×1 or 2×2 with a block of dimension 1×1, or vice versa. ( , s i+1 , . . . , s m ) . II. Repeatedly use the swapping procedure to construct a unitary equivalence that moves the shifts P to the last pole block. This changes the pole tuple to Ξ = (Ξ i+1 , . . . , Ξ m , P) and the partition vector to s = (s i+1 , . . . , s m , ). III. Compute or select new poles Ξ m+1 and introduce them at the end of the pencil to change the pole tuple to Ξ = (Ξ i+1 , . . . , Ξ m , Ξ m+1 ). These three steps constitute a single multishift, multipole RQZ sweep. After every sweep, the properness of the pencil is checked and the problem is split into independent subproblems wherever possible.
The multishift QZ method is a special case of this algorithm where the pencil initially has pole tuple (∞, . . . , ∞) and partition (1, . . . , 1) and where this form is always restored in step III of the algorithm. The single shift RQZ method is also a special case of this algorithm.
In Sections 4 and 5 we address a couple of numerical challenges that make the multishift, multipole RQZ step stable and efficient in finite precision arithmetic. First, Section 3 provides further theoretical foundation for the implicit approach.
3. Uniqueness and convergence. In this section we motivate the implicit approach used in the multishift, multipole RQZ step in the form of an implicit Q theorem for block Hessenberg pencils. We also discuss the subspace iteration that is implicitly performed during the multishift, multipole RQZ step.
The following lemma first extends the essential uniqueness of the QR factorization to a form of essential uniqueness in the factorization of a matrix as a product of a unitary matrix and a block upper triangular matrix. Before presenting the implicit Q theorem, we first give this direct corollary of Theorem 2.10 that considers the structure of rational Krylov matrices instead of the subspaces. This is the block generalization of [6, Corollary 5.7] . We are now ready to state the block implicit Q theorem. with D 1 having partition (1, s 1 , . . . , s m ) and D 2 having partition (s 1 , . . . , s m , 1) .
Proof. Corollary 3.2 states that K rat n (Â,B, e 1 , Ξ, P) and K rat n (Ǎ,B, e 1 , Ξ, P) are both block upper triangular matrices of full rank with block partition (1, s 1 , . . . , s m ) . We thus have,Q Using,Q =QD (1,s1,...,sm) , D (1,s1,...,sm) e 1 = σe 1 , we get that,
from which we conclude thatẐẑ 1 =σŽž 1 for someσ with |σ|= 1. Now use this result in combination with Corollary 3.2,
Based on Lemma 3.1 we can now guarantee that the first n−1 columns ofẐ are equal to the first n−1 columns ofŽ multiplied with some n−1×n−1 unitary block diagonal matrix D (s1,...,sm) . Observe that this also determinesẑ n =σž n , |σ|= 1. This concludes the proof.
In [6, Theorem 6.1] it is shown that an RQZ step with shift on a Hessenberg pencil with pole tuple Ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n−1 ) and new pole ξ n performs nested subspace iteration accelerated by
for the kth column vector of respectively Q and Z. Based on Lemma 2.7, this can be extended to block Hessenberg pencils under the condition that the partition s prior to the multishift, multipole RQZ step is the same as the partitionŝ afterwards. We omit this generalization as the condition s =ŝ limits the practical application of the theoretical result. Combining [6, Theorem 6.1] with Lemma 2.7, it is clear, however, that in the multishift, multipole RQZ method shifts that have been swapped along the subdiagonal of the block Hessenberg pencil will lead to deflations at the end of the pencil, while poles that have been moved to the front of the pencil lead to convergence of eigenvalues at the beginning. This holds under the assumption that a good choice of poles and shifts is made.
Numerical considerations.
In this section, we discuss numerical experiments related to the pole introduction and swapping operations and draw conclusions for the practical implementation of the multishift, multipole RQZ method.
Introducing pole blocks.
In finite precision arithmetic, the introduction of a large amount of poles in a block Hessenberg pencil via the computation of the vectors as described in (19) and (23) becomes increasingly inaccurate already for small to medium blocksizes. This comes as no surprise. Kressner [15] studied the use of larger bulges in the QR method and made a connection between the introduction of the multishift block in the Hessenberg matrix and the pole placement problem in systems and control theory. It has been shown in control theory that placing many poles in a high dimensional system is intrinsically ill-conditioned [10] .
To illustrate the increasing inaccuracy of the pole introduction we have performed a numerical experiment for which the results are summarized in Figure 1 . We introduced pole blocks containing = 2, 4, 6, . . . , 30 randomly generated pairs of complexconjugate shifts i in a real-valued Hessenberg matrix, a real-valued Hessenberg pencil, and a real-valued block Hessenberg pencil with leading blocksize . The procedure based on (19) was used for this. All problems are of size n=100. The Hessenberg matrix is obtained from the Hessenberg reduction of a randomly generated matrix with normally distributed entries with mean 0 and variance 1. In this case the shift vector x is computed in the classical way [18] which is compatible with (19). Then an orthonormal matrix Q is computed having q 1 = x. The shifts are introduced as Q T (A, I), which is a block Hessenberg pencil. The actual shiftsˆ i are then computed as the eigenvalues of the leading subdiagonal block of Q T (A, I). The black line in Figure 1 shows the median absolute error | i −ˆ i | over all shifts and 100 repetitions of the experiment. The red line in Figure 1 shows the results of the same experiment but now starting from a Hessenberg pencil (A, B) where each individual matrix is generated as before. Now a procedure based (19) is used to compute x. Finally, the blue line shows the results when (A, B) is initially a block Hessenberg pencil with leading blocksize s 1 = and all other blocks of size 1.
We remark that, in all three experiments, we obtain a block Hessenberg pencil with partition ( , 1, . . . , 1) after the pole block has been introduced. The only difference is the procedure to compute x and the form of the pencil prior the pole introduction. We observe from Figure 1 that the accuracy of the shifts rapidly decreases for larger blocksizes in all three cases. We conclude from this experiment that the blocksize should be limited in a practical implementation in order to avoid losing all accuracy in the shifts already at the initialization stage. Indeed, there is not much hope for an effective multishift, multipole RQZ sweep if the shifts that are introduced in the block Hessenberg pencil have few to none significant digits in common with the intended shifts. Nonetheless, Watkins [18] showed that in a multishift QR iteration shifts that are off at start of the sweep can still come into focus later on.
Swapping pole blocks.
Swapping pole blocks of sizes s i and s i+1 requires the solution of a linear system with Kronecker product structure of size 2s i s i+1 × 2s i s i+1 [11, 13] . The computational cost rapidly grows for increasing blocksize.
In case s i = 1 and s i+1 = 1, or s i = 2 and s i+1 = 1, the swap can be performed directly based on the computation of an eigenvector [17] . This procedure is norm-wise backward stable.
4.3. Conclusion. In order to limit both the computational cost of the pole introduction and swapping, and the loss of accuracy, we propose a tightly-packed small-block multishift, multipole RQZ sweep. The shifts and poles are tightly-packed similar to [6, Section 4.4] .
We represent real poles as subdiagonal blocks of dimension 1×1 and complexconjugate pairs are represented as subdiagonal blocks of dimension 2×2 of the form,
This standard form has the advantage that B is always an upper Hessenberg matrix throughout the iteration and it simplifies the deflation criterion based on Definition 2.5. The ith pole along the subdiagonal is considered deflated if,
in the case of a single pole. Here, m is the machine precision and c is a small constant. If the ith pole is a double pole in standard form (26), we consider it deflated if either,
, and,
or, |a i+2,i |+|a i+2,i+1 | < c m (|a i+1,i+1 |+|a i+2,i+2 |), and,
Deflations in the first block column and last block row of the pencil are also checked according to Definition 2.5. The first pole block of size s 1 = 1 or 2 can be deflated whenever there exists an (s 1 + 1)×(s 1 + 1) orthogonal matrix Q such that,
Here, the last row is considered numerically zero according to a relative tolerance similar to (27)-(29). Again, we make use of the standard form (26) to efficiently check if a suitable deflation transformation Q can be computed in case s 1 = 2. A similar approach is used to check for deflations in the last block row. The swapping transformations are computed according to the procedures described in [17] in case either s i = 1, s i+1 = 1, or both of size 1. If s i = s i+1 = 2, the transformations are computed according to [11, 13] . However, this method is not norm-wise backward stable. It leads to occasional non-negligible off-diagonal blocks when an ill-conditioned 2×2 block close to convergence is involved. In this case, the transformation is refined [5] to decrease the norm of the off-diagonal block. Our numerical experiments indicated that iterative refinement is required in about 5% of all 2×2 with 2×2 swaps during a typical RQZ iteration.
In Section 6, we will describe our final multishift, multipole RQZ algorithm and test it in a series of numerical experiments.
Aggressive early deflation.
Aggressive early deflation (AED) significantly speeds up the convergence of the QR [4] and QZ [12] methods by identifying deflatable eigenvalues before classical deflation criteria are able to detect them. This avoids the reuse of converged shifts in subsequent iterations, thereby initiating convergence of other eigenvalues sooner.
In this section, we describe how aggressive early deflation is implemented for the RQZ method. The process exists out of 3 stages and is summarized in Figure 2 . Because the shifts lead to convergence in the bottom-right corner of the pencil and the poles cause convergence in the upper-left corner, AED can be performed at both sides of the pencil. We present the description of the AED process simultaneously for the upper-left and bottom-right sides of the pencil, but they can be treated separately in a practical implementation. The deflation window sizes are w e for the bottom-right side and w s for the upper-left side of the pencil. The window sizes are chosen such that they cover an integer number of blocks, avoiding thereby subdivision of 2×2 blocks. The deflation windows are shown in Pane I of Figure 2 . has not yet been tested, is swapped to the front of the spike. Then it is checked if this is deflatable according to (34) or (35). This procedure is continued until all deflatable eigenvalues inside the deflation window are identified. The swapping of eigenvalues within the deflation window does not change the form of (32) but the equivalenceŝ Q s andẐ s are changed which also changesp s and (T 11 ,Ŝ 11 ). The same strategy is used for AED at the bottom-right side of the pencil. In pane III of Figure 2 all spike elements that have been zeroed are marked in red.
In the third and last phase, the nonzero spike elements are handled in such a way that the (block) Hessenberg form is restored. The restored form is shown in pane IV of Figure 2 , where the larger block in the middle is in block Hessenberg form and the smaller blocks at the upper-left and bottom-right side of the pencil are in real Schur form. The block Hessenberg restoration is achieved by a sequence of rotations as follows. Assume that the spikes after the deflation procedure of second phase arê p s =ζe T wsẐs and that the first i entries inp s are zeroed during the deflation step. We then compute rotations G i+1 , . . . , G ws−1 such that, UpdatingZ s =Ẑ s G i+1 , . . . , G ws−1 gives the final equivalence such that the block Hessenberg form is restored. The same idea is used for the deflation window at the bottom-right side of the pencil. We remark that for complex-valued problems the Hessenberg form can be restored in the third phase by a row or column permutation for respectively AED at the upper-left or bottom-right side of the pencil.
6. Numerics. The numerical tests have been performed on an Intel Xeon E5-2697 v3 CPU with 14 cores and 128GB of RAM. Our implementation of the multishift, multipole RQZ method with aggressive deflation is compiled with gfortran version 4.8.5 using compilation flag -O3. LAPACK [1] and BLAS are referenced via -llapack and -lblas. The library libRQZ supports both real-valued (dRQZm) and complexvalued (zRQZm) problems.
6.1. dRQZm and zRQZm. As discussed in Section 4, dRQZm uses 1×1 blocks for real poles and 2×2 blocks for pairs of complex-conjugate shifts, zRQZm always uses 1×1 blocks. Both algorithms proceed as follows:
I. Check for deflations at the upper-left side of the pencil using AED with window size w s . II. Check for interior deflations along the subdiagonal. III. Compute m shifts as the eigenvalues of the trailing m×m block with the RQZ method and introduce these as consecutive poles in the first m subdiagonal positions of the block Hessenberg pencil. This is achieved by using the operations of Subsection 2.3. The involved transformations are accumulated and the pencil is updated by level 3 BLAS matrix-matrix multiplication. IV. Chase the batch of m shifts to the last m positions on the subdiagonal of the block Hessenberg pencil. The chasing is performed by repeatedly swapping the m shifts with the next k poles. Every time one sequence of swaps is computed, all transformations are accumulated and the pencil is updated by level 3 BLAS matrix-matrix multiplication. V. Check for deflations at the bottom-right side of the pencil using AED with window size w e . VI. Compute m poles as the eigenvalues of the leading m×m block with the RQZ method and introduce these as consecutive poles in the last m subdiagonal positions of the block Hessenberg pencil. This is achieved by using the operations of Subsection 2.3. The involved transformations are accumulated and the pencil is updated by level 3 BLAS matrix-matrix multiplication. This algorithm actively chases shifts from the upper-left corner to the bottom-right corner. This typically leads to fast convergence of eigenvalues near the bottom-right side of the pencil. The swapping also slowly moves the poles that are introduced at the bottom-right corner to the upper-left side of the pencil which, in turn, induces convergence of eigenvalues near the upper-left corner of the pencil.
The settings used in libRQZ are summarized in Table 1 . The first column lists the size of the pencil. The second column lists the batch size m of shifts that are handled in one iteration. The third column lists the swap size k: after the m shifts have been swapped with the next k poles, the transformations are accumulated and the entire pencil is updated with a BLAS call. In our experience, choosing k equal to m gives the best performance. The fourth column lists the window size w e for aggressive early deflation at the bottom-right side of the pencil. Finally, the fifth column lists the window size w s for aggressive early deflation at the upper-left side of the pencil.
We compare zRQZm and dRQZm with respectively ZHGEQZ and DHGEQZ from LA-PACK [1] in terms of speed and accuracy. 6.2. Random problems. For our first numerical experiment, we have generated random matrix pairs of increasing dimension. The entries of the matrices are drawn from the standard normal distribution. The experiment is performed both for realvalued and complex-valued matrix pairs; for the latter class of problems, both the real and imaginary part are randomly generated.
The matrix pairs are initially reduced to Hessenberg, triangular form by means of the LAPACK [1] routines xGEQRFP and xGGHRD. After this initial reduction, the matrix pairs are further reduced to (real) generalized Schur form, (S, T ) = Q * (A, B)Z, with libRQZ and LAPACK [1] . In all cases, the entire Schur decomposition is computed. The left part of Figure 3 shows the CPU time of dRQZm and DHGEQZ for problems of size 1000 up to 8000 on a loglog scale. The dashed lines indicate the slopes of the time complexity in function of problem size, which are estimated in a least-squares sense. The least-square fits are computed based on the (n i , t i ) data indicated with the circular markers that show the exact height of the bars in the graph. For DHGEQZ we observe an empirical time complexity close to O(n 3 ), while the empirical time complexity of dRQZm is significantly lower than O(n 3 ) with a leading exponent close to 2.2. This improved time complexity can be attributed to the effectiveness of aggressive early deflation in combination with the rational iteration leading to occasional deflations situated more in the interior part of the pencil.
The right part of Figure 3 shows the speedup achieved by dRQZm over DHGEQZ. The crossover point where dRQZm becomes faster than DHGEQZ is situated between n = 1000 and n = 1414. Our method, dRQZm, is slower than DHGEQZ for problems of smaller size because the computational overhead of computing swaps of 2×2 with 2×2 blocks and 2×2 with 1×1 blocks leads to larger lower-order terms in the time complexity. 6.3. Problems from applications. In this section we test libRQZ on five pencils originating from applications. We study the cavity and obstacle flow pencils generated with IFISS [7, 8] . The same pencils were studied in our initial paper on the RQZ method [6] . Besides these pencils, we have selected two pencils from Matrix market [2] originating from the MHD collection and the rail pencil from the Oberwolfach benchmark collection [14] .
The results of the numerical tests are summarized in Table 2 . The table lists the CPU time and maximum of the relative backward errors on A and B for the generalized real Schur form computed with LAPACK [1] and libRQZ. Again, libRQZ requires less CPU time and has the smaller backward error. 7. Conclusion and future work. In this paper we have generalized the rational QZ method from Hessenberg to block Hessenberg pencils. This allows for the use of complex conjugate shifts and poles in real arithmetic. Numerical considerations have shown that medium to large multiplicities are unfavorable due to inherent inaccuracies and an increasing computational complexity. In the spirit of recent developments for the QR [3, 4] and QZ [12] methods, this urged us to use small shift and pole multiplicities, but they can be tightly-packed together. This approach maintains accurate shifts and poles in combination with level 3 BLAS performance. We also implemented the aggressive early deflation strategy for block Hessenberg pencils. Numerical experiments indicated that this combination leads to an efficient algorithm for the generalized eigenvalue problem that can outperform LAPACK [1] in terms of speed, accuracy, and time complexity.
In a future update of libRQZ, we plan to include the option to use bidirectional RQZ sweeps that actively chase poles from the bottom-right of the pencil to the upperleft side in parallel to chasing shifts from the upper-left to the bottom-right side of the pencil. Bidirectional chasing can, for a large part, be performed independently in both directions. It is hence an excellent opportunity for shared-memory parallelization. On the theoretical side, a further investigation of shift and pole selection strategies that stimulate interior deflations would be an interesting undertaking.
